7-Day Dual Outlet Digital Heavy Duty Grounded Timer Instructions

SETTING THE TIME
1. Press “CLOCK” and “HOUR” at the same time to set the hour.
2. Press “CLOCK” and “MIN” at the same time to set the minutes.
3. Press “CLOCK” and “WEEK” at the same time to set the week.

SETTING THE TIMER PROGRAM
1. Press “PROG” to enter into the setting mode. The display shows “1 ON”.
2. Press “HOUR”, “MIN” and “WEEK” to set the hour and minutes as well as the day of the week for the timer on.
3. Press “PROG” again to set the off time. The display will show “1 OFF”.
4. Repeat step 2 to set the off time.
5. Press “PROG” again to enter into the second on/off mode.
6. Repeat steps 1 through 4 to set the timer on/off.

There are a total of eight groups of timer settings. In the time setting mode, press “R” for canceling the setting time. Press the “R” again to return to the previous set time.

COMBINATION WEEKLY SETTINGS
1. In the timer on/off setting mode, press “WEEK” once. The display will show “Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa, Su”. This means it is a daily on/off setting.
2. Press “WEEK” again, the weekday will show. Set to the required weekday.
   In this setting the timer will only work on the set weekday.
3. After the display showing Su, the next press will show “Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr”.
   The timer only shows the settings for the selected days in the week.

NOTE: If the timer is set to “ON”, it must first be set to “OFF” before it can be switched to “AUTO”.

CAUTION: Output loading should not exceed 1200W/ISA.